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SAMPLING: USING IN-STORE OBSERVATION TO MEASURE CUSTOMER
EXPERIENCE AND LABOR MODEL SUCCESS
In-store observation, or sampling, offers retailers a unique method for collecting data on
key customer experience success metrics. Sampling is ideal for measuring the success
of the labor model at meeting customer experience expectations and delivers results
that help the labor and workforce management teams define focus areas for improvement. In-store sampling involves sending a team of trained individuals — generally retail
industrial engineers — into a single location or set of locations to collect operational data
on specific criteria.
Store sampling provides retailers with both quantitative and qualitative insights that
cannot be replicated in any other form of customer experience measurement. In some
cases, sampling is the only method for collecting the data required to perform quantitative analysis on specific customer experience expectations. For example, retailers
without queue management systems have no method for measuring success at the front
end unless sampling is deployed.

Using sampling data to fine-tune the labor model
In other cases, sampling provides qualitative observations that help to better explain
quantitative results. For example, if a store is unable to execute the stocking standards
the engineering team is observing, management can look for the root cause. They might
determine that the labor model is not providing adequate hours or that the productivity
level of the staff is an opportunity. Other methods for measuring the customer experience lack this qualitative insight. For example, mystery shopping events can determine
that the customer checkout experience is below expectations, but cannot define the root
cause. Store sampling provides more insight into the root causes of issues and eliminates
assumptions, which can cause unnecessary and ineffective changes to the labor model.
To begin a sampling effort, engineers define a sampling plan and partner with a crossfunctional corporate and field support leadership team to identify key areas of focus.
Customer service leadership might select queue length or checkout wait time as an
element to capture during sampling. Merchants might ask for data on display accuracy.
If a sampling concludes that an element of the customer experience is not meeting
expectations (for example, the front-end checkout process), the labor team can determine whether the standards and/or budget need to be altered, whether a change should
be made to the workforce management system configuration, or whether store staffing
and scheduling practices should be adjusted.
In measuring customer experience and making decisions related to a labor model,
retailers should rely solely on facts. Too often, changes are made because of an anecdotal or emotional response from the field. Sampling provides a fact-based approach for
adjusting the model. In order to accurately measure the customer experience and build
an effective labor model, three types of sampling should be considered: work sampling,
customer service sampling, and operational sampling.
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Work sampling
Work sampling is used by industrial engineers to understand the amount of time associates spend on tasking, selling, and customer service-related activities. This type of data
can provide a macro view of where associates spend most of the labor hours invested in
the business, as well as a micro view of how associate activity changes throughout the
course of a day or a week. This type of sampling might reveal that associates spend 98
percent of their morning and evening hours tasking, while service and selling activities
take over during the “power hours” of the day.
A work sampling is also an excellent method for understanding productivity in the store.
For example, if the sampling results show a high percentage of idle time (available time)
during the day, you might conclude that the labor model is providing more hours than
required to operate the store or the staffing productivity at the store needs improvement. Conversely, if available time is too low, you might conclude that the labor model
is providing too few hours to operate effectively. If true, a sampling should provide some
indication of what key customer experience element is not being successfully executed
at the store level.
Figure 1 provides an example of a weekly labor hour distribution. In this example, you can
see that tasking consumes 45 percent of labor hours, selling 15 percent, and customer
service 31 percent. Available time (or idle time) is nine percent. Remember that most
customer experience models require some volume of available time. A retailer might
require associates to drop all activities and focus on customers as soon as they enter
the store. The resulting idle time is injected as associates “wait” for customers to engage
or service.
Figure 1: Weekly Labor Hours Distribution
9% Available

31% Customer Service

45% Tasking

15% Selling
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Figure 2 provides an example of how work-sampling data can be viewed by hour. This
view gives retailers the percentage of labor hours invested in servicing customers versus
tasking during key hours of the day. As this example shows, associates are focused on
tasking in the morning and evening hours and transition to servicing and selling during
peak times.
Figure 2: Hourly Labor Hour Distribution
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While work sampling provides excellent insight into retail operations, it can prove
even more powerful when compared against the customer experience expectations.
For example, if a retailer believes that associates should perform zero percent tasking
during power hours, the sampling results shown in Figure 2 might suggest that the
labor model is not enabling the full customer experience. The retailer could investigate
whether associates are being prevented from completing expected tasks during defined
tasking hours of the day.

Customer service sampling
assesses the success

of the labor model at
enabling customer
service expectations.

Work sampling can provide an even greater level of detail, with insights limited only by
the retailer’s interest level and engineering resource capacity. Engineers can design
sampling plans to collect data on specific tasking activities or break down tasking into
elemental components of work.

Customer service sampling
Customer service sampling assesses the success of the labor model at enabling
customer service expectations. A key customer service focus area is checkout wait
time or queue length. Even retailers that have set specific standards for customer queue
length can have difficulty assessing their success at meeting the standard. In addition
to checkout times and queue length, customer service sampling can be used to capture
other elements, such as:
• Department Queuing (Deli Counters, Print Counters, Other Service Counters)
• Customer Engagement Percentage
• Customer Greeting Percentage
• Shopping Group Size
• Customer Demographics
• Shopping Cart Utilization
• Dwell Times and Visit Counts to Specific Merchandising Areas or Departments
• Customer Shopping Paths
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Figure 3 provides an example of the type of queuing insights that can be derived from
a customer service sampling. In this example, the retailer has defined a queuing goal
of 1 Plus 1 or better, indicating that one customer is in service and one is in queue.
The retailer also sets a standard for achieving this service level 85 percent of the time
throughout a day and operating at service levels higher than 1 Plus 1 for the remaining
15 percent of the day.
The results in Figure 3 show that the retailer is attaining its service level goal only
70 percent of the time. Since something is preventing the store from achieving the goal,
the retailer needs to first investigate the labor model and then the schedule to understand the root cause.
Figure 3: Queue Length Service Level Analysis
Goal = 1 Plus 1 or Better
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In a separate example, a retailer has set a goal for achieving a service level of 1 Plus 1
80 percent of the time. Figure 4, which illustrates a typical day, shows that the retailer
is achieving its stated goal in 13 of 16 hours, or 82 percent of the day. The retailer is
achieving the service level standard.
It’s not uncommon for field operations to provide emotionally charged feedback for
stores with results similar to those in Figure 4. The field will argue that the store is not
achieving the service level due to the service level performance experienced between
11 a.m. and 1 p.m. The collected data proves that the store is meeting the stated goal of
80 percent 1 Plus 1. Emotional feedback from the field must be vetted through sampling
and analysis, and retailers must guard against making knee-jerk changes to the labor
model because of anecdotal feedback. If the performance between 11 a.m. and 1 p.m. is
unacceptable, the retailer needs to consider changing the customer service expectation.
Figure 4: Queue Service Level by Hour
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Operational sampling
Operational sampling is
a technique that allows
retailers to determine

whether stores can
successfully execute
on the expectations
set in the standard
operating procedures.

Operational sampling is a technique that allows retailers to determine whether stores
can successfully execute on the expectations set in the standard operating procedures.
For example, operating standards typically describe the processes stores should follow
for stocking and logistics, store cleaning, backroom organization, shelf maintenance,
and recovery. Most retailers set standards for task time completion and task execution
quality. Retailers provide documentation and diagrams to stores as examples of a “good”
operating environment, and store management is expected to manage their store per
the standards.
These standards are set with the customer experience in mind. For example, shelves
are expected to be stocked fully at the beginning of each day to enable customers to
find everything on their lists. Store-cleaning standards are purposefully set to provide
customers with a pleasant, hazard-free shopping experience. The labor model provides
stores with the hours required to complete all the tasking defined in the standards.
Operational sampling should not be confused with work sampling. Work sampling is
measuring time spent in tasking or in specific tasks. Operational sampling is focused on
measuring the outputs of the work. For example, a work sampling would measure the
percentage of hours invested in stocking, while an operational sampling would measure
what percentage of items are fully stocked on the shelf throughout the day.
Figure 5 shows an out-of-stock analysis. In this example, the retailer has a logistics process
that states that dairy logistics completes at 7:00 a.m. each day. The product stocked by
that time is expected to last for the full day. The results in Figure 5 show that by 5:00 p.m.,
whole milk and 2% milk are out of stock at the shelf edge, despite being in stock in the
back room cooler. Because the labor model does not provide for replenishment during
the day, the retailer is most likely losing sales. By using a customer experience expectation of first-come, first-served, the retailer is trading lost sales for the cost of the added
labor for replenishment. This is the chosen customer experience expectation.
Figure 5: Milk in Stock Analysis
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Communicating the sampling results
Once a sampling is complete, the results need to be communicated to the appropriate
corporate support and field management teams. The results will provide a data-driven
perspective on the labor model’s ability to achieve the customer expectations. No matter
the results, the business needs to be aware of the strengths and weaknesses of the labor
model. The results will assist the enterprise in making fact-based decisions on how to
improve operations.

HOW FINANCIAL DECISIONS CAN IMPACT CUSTOMER EXPERIENCE
It’s common in the retail industry to align the customer experience expectations with
the financial goals of the organization. Labor management decisions are driven by
quarterly and annual financial targets. Unfortunately, financial decisions that impact the
company’s labor investment are often determined by poor performance on a nonlabor
line of the P&L. For example, if a company is experiencing a miss to a gross margin target
within a quarter, retailers often look to the labor line to solve the margin issue.
When retailers are faced with the financial realities of business, they may need to alter
their customer experience expectations. Retailers must understand that labor hours
translate to labor dollars, and vice versa. If the dollar budget is reduced, tasking, service,
selling, and the overall customer experience must be reduced as well. By not doing so,
the retailer is setting unachievable goals.
Many retailers are experienced in managing financial constraints and have a plan in
place to adjust store-level customer experience expectations when labor dollar budget
changes are coming. For example, some retailers maintain a pre-defined list of opportunities they can implement to modify the customer experience. In this way, they make
conscious decisions on where to reduce the customer experience in order to accommodate budget constraints. Retailers who do this well make cross-functional decisions
on task elimination, process changes, hours of operations changes, service-level adjustments, and selling expectations — and do so only after considering the financial impact
of the changes.
Retailers that are unsuccessful in this area end up modifying the labor budget without
adjusting store-level customer experience expectations. This normally results in forcing
store management teams to make local decisions on modifying the customer experience
for their store. For example, if labor hours are reduced without a corresponding directive
on “what not to do,” store managers may decide where to reduce hours. Some managers
may choose to reduce front-end hours, while others may choose to reduce stocking standards, etc. The result is an inconsistent experience from store to store.
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CONCLUSION
Retailers should strongly
consider using store

sampling as a method
for measuring the
success of the labor
model at achieving the
desired experience.

The retail labor model enables businesses to achieve the defined customer experience.
Retailers should strongly consider using store sampling as a method for measuring the
success of the labor model at achieving the desired experience. Retailers can build the
discipline internally or procure third-party services to perform sampling and analyze the
results. When building the capability internally, the team should be nested within retail
operations or customer service.
Sampling should be performed on an annual basis, measuring key success metrics
in each sampling event. By measuring annually, retailers can evaluate how business
changes have impacted the customer experience.
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